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Felicity Bolton finally feels like she has moved on with her life. She misses her friends and family back in
Creswell Springs, but now she has new friends—a new family. She has found the peace that she lost the
night she lost her unborn child. She would do anything to protect her newfound family, even if that meant
facing the devil himself.

The minute Jet Hannigan walks back into her life that’s exactly what she has to do.

Jet Hannigan is officially a free man. With his parole lifted he can finally do what he's been aching to do, go
after the only woman who will ever own his heart. He's known where she is for months and has been
impatiently waiting for the day he could reclaim her. What he wasn't excepting was to have to pull out the
big guns and blackmail her into returning to Creswell Springs with him. With everything going on with
Flick's boss, and the media circus surrounding the chaos, Jet thought the safest place for her was home where
he and his brothers could protect her.

Instead he brings her home to a war zone.
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From Reader Review Reclaimed for online ebook

Deb B says

Terri Anne Browning never fails to tell a beautiful love story and this one was no different. It is set in the
gritty outlaw mc world with crossovers to mafia and rock gods and tells a story of second chances and love
so strong that it can not only save but destroy. Loved it!! (13.1.16)

17.2.18 have always loved this series. very well written, characters you will love, and great storylines. back
to the start as the latest book in the series has just been released. no hardship in this decision .. it is easy to
enjoy every word.
the stories are a bit cliched, perhaps even very cliched but there is plenty of background action to keep the
story moving and sweet romances that are fought against and hard won but the HEAs do creep in at the end

15.10.18 fell back into this one as I was looking for something to listen to in the car and then of course
started and couldn't stop and flipped right through books 1-5. super fast reads that I enjoy though these guys
are really full of themselves, but then that is what is expected in these type of books

Letícia Kartalian says

3.5/5

Southern says

Ok so being as in love with Terri's writing as I am I have to say I'm shocked I never read these, and honestly
very disappointed in myself. If you've read the Rocker Series you know that's a tough act to follow for any
author but I never doubted this author for a second. If anybody can do it she can ;)
Once again I was right...and oh how I love that feeling lol. Mrs Browning completely blew me away. I got all
4 books read in 3 days..yes and that's only because I had 3 little lives that depend on me or it would've been
in 1 I'm sure :)
I thought there was nothing hotter then big, bad, alpha rockers but I was wrong because I forgot all about
big,hot,scary, deadly, tattooed, bad ass, alpha bikers. Hmm I wonder if that's even enough words to describe
them...hell I could add panty melting in there too I'm sure lol. I didn't review the others on purpose...I wanted
to wait until I read this one since it's the last so far...
ok so all these Hannigan boys are on an all new level of hot but I have to admit even though he wasn't really
in the first 3 Jet always stood out to me. Yes im sure others will have their own favorites and I don't blame
you it's very are to choose, but Jet was just on a whole new level for me and I found I was cheering for this
beast of a man from book one...praying she would throw in one more scene with him in it. I love how these
books went back and forth and how we even get to visit with our favorite rockers too.
Jet and Flicks story was one of the most heartbreaking for me and by the end I almost NEEDED them to be
together, it only seemed right. It's crazy when an author can pull you so far into a book you just get
completely lost in the characters. I hurt for these two and prayed they got their happy ending. Jet and Flicks
history alone builds for a great story but then comes the present, and all the drama, pain and issues their past



has caused. You feel so bad for Flick because the only man she has ever loved seems like such an ass. Then
you get to see his side of things and I have to say I was torn. By the end I was such a mess but god was it
worth it.
Of course it couldn't be all heart and flowers because come on...what hard core biker story can be ;) This was
definitely the perfect mix of both hard and soft.
I am so happy I got to read this book and I can't wait till the others get their stories but it's hard to see it
getting any better than this :)

Av Sahota says

I loved Jet and I loved learning more about him. He is definitely one of my favourite bikers!

I normally really like second chance romances but for some reason Felicity just annoyed me. I found her
extremely selfish and I just could not understand why she wouldn't forgive Jet - I definitely would have :)

I loved how Terri Anne interlinked her other series within this book and it definitely made me want to read
them next. I wanted to learn more about these secondary characters.

I found this book to be quite short, however it answered many questions which lingered through the first four
books and also introduced the next set of couples who I can't wait to read about.

HAWK AND GRACIE - this couple is one of my all time favourites, Hawk broke my heart in this book I
could actually feel how much he loved Gracie and I hope i can read more about them in the subsequent
books.

Happy Reading x

JB's Book Obsession - Jennifer says

I have anxiously anticipated Flick and Jet's story since book one in the Angel's Halo series. I was over the
moon to finally get it. Terri Anne did not disappoint she gave us a wonderful angst ridden, sexy tale. I loved
how Jet admitted in his POV that he always loved Flick but was too much of a coward to do anything about
it. He finally steps up and when he gets released from prison after serving a few years for beating to death his
VP who nearly killed Flick and made her lose their baby. Jet is not letting Flick get away this time, he will
stop at nothing not even blackmail to get her back in his life and his bed.

For me this was a terrific story and I could not put it down. I love how Terri crosses over with the Rocker
Series since Flick ran away and was working for Emmie Armstrong I loved the glimpses for their friendship.
We get some closure on Gracie and Hawk's story with the revealation of who Gracie's real father is. All in all
a fabulous story that brought me to tears and made me cheer for all the couples in this group. I am hoping to
not have to wait to long for Raider's story and his brother Colt I imagine theirs will have me on the edger of
my seat as well.



RCK says

SPOILERS - not really a 3 or 2..more 2.5 rating.

I have to say I was disappointed with this one. I liked the hero Jet and although I felt bad that the heroine
Flick/Felicity had lost her baby in a brutal attack I did not like her. I much rather Jet had moved on. To me
Flick came off as childish and selfish, not a type of heroine I tend to like.

I couldn't understand why Flick would risk Jet getting caught and possibly getting life in prison by asking
him to kill a man (who was also in prison) that had hurt her boss, Emmie from the Rockers series. That made
no sense to me!!! She apparently loves Jet so much and not only is he in prison for the revenge killing of a
man who hurt Flick but she is willing to risk that love for her boss?! She states later she would ask Jet to do
it again if she had too. In my opinion she was a selfish bitch! All the while Jet is willing to give up the club if
he has to pick between it and Flick.

Flick has a lot of "poor me" moments, her inner monologue states many times how Jet doesn't care for her.
Did he not kill a guy who hurt her and another guy in prison because she asked him too?
Woman please what else do you want?!

The reunion between Flick and Jet was soo anti-climatic.. Their reaction was almost as though they hadn't
seen each other over the weekend not years.

I liked that we got Hawk and Gracie's POVs though, for me thats what saved the book.

Also, there was Emmie's POV in the book about a shooting that I felt was really unnecessary, it added
nothing to Flick and Jet's story. I have read some of the older books in the rocker series but nothing new so I
had no clue what was happening, eventually I ended up skipping her POV chapter.

Whats with the "my female" reference makes me laugh! Why not my woman? My ol' lady? Or hey even my
bitch (least fav).

However, I know I will still read more in this series. Hope the next one is of Raider and Quinn.

She Hearts Books says

I couldn't wait to read Felicity and Jet's story. I hated when she left, but I totally understood why she felt she
had to go. She had suffered so much between the attack and the loss of her baby. My heart broke for Jet who
was unable to go after her for so long. When he finally does...holy hell that man is one sizzling biker man.
He knows that Felicity's place is with their family and he will do whatever he has to do to make that happen.
I wanted them back together and I loved watching that happen. I also loved that we were able to see more of
the couples from the previous books and I can't wait to read more. I really love this series.

I give Angel's Halo: Reclaimed 5 hearts!



Kami Dodson-Perry says

Flick ran off to start a new life. One without Jet and the memory of their unborn baby. She found Emmie
Armstrong and The Rockers. Her new life is a nanny to Emmie & Nik Armstrong. Demons Wings is on tour
and they are having a hard time dealing with a stalker.

Jet has been on parole and is not allowed to leave the county yet. As soon as he is able he is going to get his
woman. Jet knows where Flick is, he saw her briefly in the background on the news station with The
Demons.

Jet is now a free man and able to go get what is his. Once at the tour buses he uses Flicks favor against her to
take her home. Flick is torn between the family she knows and misses and the new family that needs her.
Reluctantly she goes with Jet.

Jet does everything in his power to show Flick he loves her but Flick is not buying it. She knows he will get
bored and send her away with a broken heart but this time she will have to end her life to make the pain stop.

Jet has to let Flick go in order for her to see how much he loves her. Sounds crazy I know but chicks are a bit
crazy.

I like this relationship but all these ALPHA MALES are starting to piss me off. Just tell the girl how you feel
already and the girls so freaking needy. I don't know maybe this is more like real life than I realized but I just
wish that some of these stories were more like the girl was not that INNOCENT and the guy did not care
about her being a slut in her former days. I mean we all have a past.

Anyway I love the relationship and that Jet makes Flick make the 1st move to say where this relationship is
headed.

Rating: 3 1/2 stars

Reflections of a Book Geek says

5 Stars

I got hooked on Terri Anne's books when I first picked up the Rocker series and I have loved this series just
as much. I have been dying to get my hands on Jet and Flick's story since we first read about them and I
finally got it yesterday!!

This book was pretty emotional at times, I have to admit I shed a few tears alongside Flick. The loss of a
child is heartbreaking and something I wish no one ever had to endure but life is cruel like that.

We see a completely different side to Jet in this story and it made me fall head over heels for him. He was
still a badass biker but he showed he was loving, compassionate and had a heart of gold for Flick. It took him
long enough though.



I was pretty annoyed at the way Hawke had got on towards Flick but in the end he won me back over and I
forgave his a$$holeness!

Terri Anne Browning draws me in from the very first word every single time I pick up one of her books! Her
characters are always well developed and you can't help falling in love with them.

This is definitely a series I would recommend to all of my friends and I can't wait to see what happens next
with Terri Anne's characters.

Kelly says

3.5 Angelic Stars
This is a story of a second chance love that has an edge of darkness to it. Girl has a best friend that is part of
a MC family and said girl falls in love with said best friend's oldest brother, it all falls apart and said girl
leaves town. Fast forward to the future and they both are in contact again.
I'm enjoyed the carmardarie and banter between the club which consists mainly of family and close friends
made throughout the years. This has minor angst and for me I would of enjoyed a little bit more angst as I am
an angst whore haha.......It has some good ol alphas which repeatedly prove themselves worthy of the
ALPHA title throughout the story. I thought the sexcapades were good but I felt something was missing and
the intense chemistry between Flick and Jet is there on paper but i didn't feel it. Other than that I really
enjoyed the story.

Tash says

Reviewed @ Confessions From Romaholics
Review copy kindly provided by author in exchange for a honest review

Ever since I read the first Angel Halo book I have been waiting for this story. I wanted Flick and Jet’s story
bad as I wanted to know what made them tick. What made them the way that they were. Bitter and harden by
the events that took place that changed their lives and forced them apart.
We heard parts of their story from others but never till now we really got a chance to get into their head and
have their POV. There may of have been glimpses in the other books when it was necessary but never have
we gone so dark and gritty with these two as we finally get their story.

And boy what a story it was. If you are a fan of this series, you know how the author just only gives you their
story. It a rich complex story compassing main POV that all flow together seamlessly as they might not all
blood related by these guys are family, And to them family looks after each other and it nice to see a MC
series where because of the closeness that everyone stories are entwined. We are not done with them and
they become secondary characters. It almost like a script drama with this series and this instalment didn’t
disappoint. If you thought you knew what Jet and Flick’s story was , get ride to be taken for a ride that won’t
stop until the last page.
As this instalment is heartbreaking , entertaining and more nothing like else this series has seen so far. This is
why this book is my favourite so far and I can’t wait to see where the author takes this series next as there
still a few I would love to see have their story told and hopefully with the right push from the ladies we get
their story soon. As I need my next NA MC fix and nobody else delivers like this author does for me.
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For more of my reviews, visit Confessions From Romaholics.And drop by the blog's Facebook page

Crissy says

I was looking forward to this book. However I found it to be a bit boring. I don't feel like this series is very
well developed compared to other MC series. I really think $3.99 for a book of this quality and duration is
quite high, especially when you compare it to some other authors in this genre - Lina Andersson, Cat Porter,
Lauren Gilley - who all produce excellent and engaging books.

Yvonne V (Naughty Professora) says

The fourth book in the Angel’s Halo series focuses on Jet Hannigan, the former leader of the Angel’s Halo
MC and Felicity (Flick), the BFF to Raven and Jet’s former girlfriend. If you haven’t read this series, then
close your eyes and scroll down to get at least the first book and understand what’s happening here.

Still with me? Okay…moving on.

The novel starts with the backstory, two years ago when Felicity finds out she’s pregnant, and tells Jet. Of
course, being young and stupid, he freaks, and doesn’t call her for weeks. When he finally sees her again and
suggests they get married, she realizes that it’s not him that wants this – it’s the elders of the club, The
Originals, that have told him to put a ring on it. She leaves, goes home, and comes face to face with another
club member ready to seek revenge on Jet. Leaving her beaten and left for dead, she’s in the hospital, and
you know from earlier books that Jet went after Westcliffe and killed him, and has been spending time in jail
for the attack.

Jet is now out, and comes is ready to bring Felicity home. He finds her playing nanny to “Rocker Series” Nik
and Emmie’s children and gives her an ultimatum, forcing her to return home. He thinks he’s keeping her
safe, except, the MC is under attack and they need to find out who is after them.

The result of the attack left Gracie kidnapped, Hawk freaking out because she’s missing, and Jet doing
everything in his power to keep Felicity safe, while trying to keep her forever. Problem is...he needs her to
help find Gracie and end the war that landed in their back yard.

This book had much more action and structure than others, and found it was my favorite of the series thus
far. The book is about Jet and Felicity, but the parallel story of Gracie and Hawk is included, and that’s
where the drama takes place!

When I first started this series, I had a hard time with it. I thought the first book, Angel’s Halo, had too
much. WAY too much. It introduced all the characters that you find in remaining books, and it felt a bit
overwhelming and chaotic.

I admit – the series has grown on me.



If you haven’t read this series, I suggest going back to book 1 and reading the series. It’s a quick and easy
read, and if you can power through all the information in Angel’s Halo, then you’ll be fine. It’ll also help
with understanding key players and how they’ve all arrived and prepares you for the situations in this novel.

Astraycat says

Sorry, I read this book because h was Mia's nanny from The Rocker series. And the glimpse in the author's
FB was about her and all Demon's Wings. The beginning was good, but after she went back home, the whole
MC business was too confusing to continue. CAN'T BE READ AS STANDALONE.

Zetti says

Reclaimed by Terri Anne Browning

Jet and Flick have a history, one fateful night destroyed something so precious to them both and the
consequences of that night meant that so much had changed in the face of their relationship.

Jet has been in prison which is mentioned in the three previous books, once he is released, he waits out his
probation before he can go and find Flick.

Flick is now working for Emmie Armstrong (I love the overlap with the rocker and MC world) and is slowly
healing from the pain of her fraught past. She doesn’t expect that past to rock up on her doorstep and tip her
world upside down.

One thing I never stopped believing was how much Jet loved her and wanted to protect her. Everything he
did was about protecting her heart and making her his.

Gracie and Hawk featured a lot in this book also which is apt as MC is about family so it made sense that
they had their part in this book.

Flick and Jet have a lot of hurdles to get through but they do it in their way and in the end the way it ends
between them is perfect.

Jet is my favourite and this book reaffirms that for me.

We also get to catch up with other MC members and their lives. I’ve loved this book so much that I’m so sad
its over.

4 stars


